Science Professional Learning Playlist

From Traditional Labs to Phenomenon Investigations
Secondary Teachers
September 3rd 10 am
Session Recording

Supporting Struggling Students in Science
Secondary Teachers
September 9th 9 am
Contact for More Information

New High School 4th Sciences: From GPS to GSE
High School Teachers
Session Recording
Session Resources

Leveraging Technology to Support Struggling Students in Science
Secondary General and Special Ed
September 16th 4 pm
Register Here
Science Professional Learning Playlist

**Reading, Writing & Science: The Perfect Combination**
K-5 Teachers and Administration
September 18th 1 pm
[Register Here](#)

**Virtual Phenomenon Tasks & Assessments**
Secondary Teachers
September 24th 9:30 am
[Register Here](#)

**Virtual Phenomenon Tasks & Assessments**
Secondary Teachers
October 2nd 1 pm
[Register Here](#)

**Leveraging Technology to Support Struggling Students in Science**
Secondary General and Special Ed
October 6th 4 pm
[Register Here](#)
Science Professional Learning Playlist

What is 3D Science?
An Introduction for Special Education Teachers
Part 1 (Pre-recorded)
Click Here for Resources

3D Science Supports for Struggling Learners
Part 2 (Pre-recorded)
Click Here for Resources

Co-teaching in the 3D Classroom
Part 3 (Pre-recorded)
Click Here for Resources

Virtual Supports for Struggling Learners
(Pre-recorded)
Accessibility Resources
Integrated K-5 Choice Boards
Virtual Supports Slides
Science Professional Learning Playlist

- **3D Science: Phenomenon Tasks and Assessments**
  - (Pre-recorded)
  - Click Here for Resources

- **Citizen Science**
  - Opportunities to Engage Students with Real Science In & Beyond the Classroom
  - (Pre-recorded)

- **Virtual Phenomena**
  - Connecting Students with 3D Science
  - (Pre-recorded)

- **Phenomenal Friday**
  - Designing Phenomena for Distance Learning for All Students
  - (Pre-recorded)
  - Click Here for Resources